ABSTRACT Evaluation of moving target defense (MTD) effectiveness has become one of the fundamental problems in current studies. In this paper, an evaluation model of MTD effectiveness based on system attack surface (SAS) is proposed to extend this model covering enterprise-class topology and multi-layered moving target (MT) techniques. The model is focused on the problem of incorrect performance assessment caused by inaccurately characterizing the process of attacking and defending. Existing evaluation models often fail to describe MTD dynamically in a process. To deal with this static view, offensive and defensive process based on a player's move is presented. Besides, it converts all the attack and defense actions into the process, and interactivities are evaluated by system view extended attack surface model. Previously, the proposed attack surface models are not concerned about the links between nodes and vulnerabilities affected by topologies. After comprehensively analyzing the impact of interactions in the system, a SAS model is proposed to demonstrate how resources of the system are affected by the actions of attackers and defenders, thus ensuring the correctness of parameters for SAS in measuring MT technology. Moreover, by generating a sequence of those shifting parameters, a nonhomogeneous hierarchical hidden Markov model is used to find the possible sequence of attacking states by introducing the partial Viterbi algorithm. Also, a sequence of attacking states is defined to illustrate how adversaries are handled by MT technologies and how much additional consumption costs are increased by the system resource reconfiguration. Finally, the simulation of the proposed approach is given in a case study to demonstrate the feasibility and validity of the proposed effectiveness evaluation model in a systematic and dynamic view.
I. INTRODUCTION
The development of computer science significantly extends the application of information system in our daily life. Security problems in cyber-space affect not only personal privacy but also political, economic, and military fields. Despite meaningful progress in cyber-security technologies, information systems are often challenged by attacks such as zero-day exploitation and advanced persistent threats (APT), which fall into a severe predicament of ''easy to attack and hard to defend.'' [1] . Apart from inevitable vulnerabilities in software, deterministic and static nature of system architecture enables adversaries with enough time to launch detections and attacks. Moreover, the isomorphism of system architecture results in a successful implementation of malware that can easily sweep a large scale of information systems at a relatively low cost. At the same time, Deep Webs and black products facilitate hackers with different backgrounds and objectives to craft more intelligent and automated tools [2] . Existing defense methods cannot cope with these tools, which makes the deterioration of asymmetry in adversaries and defenders more and more serious.
To reverse the offense-defense state in cyber-space, a game challenging method, moving target defense (MTD) is proposed to change the attributes of systems uncertainly for adversaries, and make the protected system more random, dynamic and heterogeneous. Moving target techniques interrupt cyber kill chain (CKC) by changing configuration, topology, running environment and data format of system. Despite numerous moving target (MT) technologies proposed by researchers and engineers, only a few methods are employed practically in a wide range [3] . In addition to performance cost brought by MTD, lack of effectiveness assessment is another critical drawback. Therefore, how to evaluate diverse defense strategies employed by multi-layered MT techniques to achieve quantifiable results in a reasonable system topology has become the most fundamental and urgent question in current MTD studies.
Attack surface (AS) is a set of ways in which an adversary can enter the system and potentially cause damage [4] . The goal of AS models is to establish an assessment model to analyze the security level of the system, especially in the operating system combined with various softwares. Besides, confronting with MTD environment, attack surface generated by attacker and defender are different in illustrating how MT technologies can manipulate system resource and make attacking knowledge invalid frequently. With those differences, diverse defense strategies can be demonstrated by attack surface shifting, resizing and remodeling. Combined with AS and CKC, processes between adversaries and defenders can be analyzed by well-defined parameters and quantifiable results can be calculated by estimating the transition of attacking states.
Motivated by existing studies about evaluating framework and models, an MTD effectiveness assessment model focused on the offensive and defensive process is presented in this paper. This model expands the attack surface model to a system view and adopts nonhomogeneous hierarchical hidden Markov model (NHHMM) to solve the shortcomings in current studies. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
(1) Regarding model construction, AS based on software is extended to a system view including nodes and links in system topology, which ensures the model universality. Furthermore, the evaluation focuses on offensive-defensive processes by an introduced sequence of shifting parameters rather than analyzing parameters statically, which makes the constructed model more in accordance with the features of attack-defense in MTD.
(2) In terms of attacking state analysis, judgments of transition based on prior and matching conditions are combined with the probability transition matrix in the hidden Markov model (HMM). At the same time, by taking the hierarchical model and nonhomogeneous features into account, HMM is extended to NHHMM. This extension enables getting more accurate conclusions of the transition of attacking states and making the assessment model more practical. Based on it, a partial Viterbi algorithm is proposed to enhance the model availability in solving estimation of the attacking state sequence in NHHMM.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the basic principles of MTD and attack surface are presented from the view of attack surface shifting. The related concepts of NHHMM and existing work are given. Section III analyzes the process between adversaries and defenders, and a time conversion model for the sequence of attacking states is given. After that, the system view of attack surface is given in Section IV and parameters of attack surface shifting are defined. In section V, the NHHMM for effectiveness evaluation is constructed and a partial Viterbi algorithm is designed. In Section VI, a case study illustrates the effectiveness of the proposed model and discusses quantification results under diverse MT strategies. Finally, we conclude our work and give future studies directions in Section VII.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK A. PRINCIPLES OF MOVING TARGET DEFENSE AND ATTACK SURFACE MODEL
The MTD is defined as ''It enables to create, analyze, evaluate, and deploy mechanisms and strategies that are diverse and that continually shift and change over time to increase complexity and cost for attackers, limit the exposure of vulnerabilities and opportunities to attack, and increase system resiliency'' [3] . The basic principle of MTD is shown in FIGURE.1. The MT techniques keep changing system resources by re-configurations in network, software, platform, running environment and data. All those changes in system resources are made by implementation of reconfiguration, which is deployed in various layers of the information system. Moreover, those enhancements in security are analyzed by evaluation of re-configuration to give feedback to the triggering mechanism. Combined with timely feedbacks and a variety of shifting strategies, the management of MTD configures parameters of implementations in the system. Through implementations of MTD, the AS of each node continuously deforms, and the links between nodes are changeable as well. As a result, the MTD can deceive and confuse reconnaissance, interrupt the ongoing attacks and force attackers to repeat accomplished steps, due to which the efforts of attackers to successfully attain objectives will be remarkably increased.
Attack surface was first introduced by Howard et al. [5] to measure how likely the Windows operating system is vulnerable to attack based on the degree of exposure. In addition, their work [6] shows that an AS is promising while comparing two systems, such as Linux and Windows, regarding their security. In follow-up work, Manadhata and Wing [7] established a generalized formal notion of software AS based on system's entry point and exit point framework, which in turn identifies the relevant resources that contribute to the vulnerability exposure. Wang et al. [8] advanced the notion of AS to the complete network of computer systems, which focuses on the interfaces like remotely exploitable services. Sun and Jajodia [9] defined systems AS as a set of ways by which an adversary can enter into the system and compromise its security, which their work expended attack surface to external views from adversaries and internal views from defenders. Albanese et al. [10] formalized the notion of system view as well as the notion of distance between the views in attack surface, which can be thought as the subset of the internal view that would be exposed to potential attackers when no deceptive strategy is adopted. With the AS, existing works has introduced several models to demonstrate how attackers interacted with the MT techniques. Manadhata [11] extended the AS model with game theoretic approaches to describe the attack surface shifting in the MTD system. The extended model formalized how MT techniques affected the AS and provided a demonstration of interactions between the attacker and defender with a two-player stochastic extensive game. Zhuang et al. [12] introduced a theoretical framework that formalized the MTD system and extended the definition for AS. Their work [13] also presented a model of exploration surface to depict the effort that an MT technology imposes on adversaries, which inspired us to develop a framework that contains adversaries, system resources and MT techniques.
Essentially, the frameworks in existing references combined with the formalization of the MTD system and AS model are capable of describing the security model of a single software or a node under consideration. However, our focus is on the AS of an entire information system rather than a single isolated node in this article. Besides, inspired by this theoretical framework, we also present a framework based on a system attack surface (SAS) to describe interactions between players in the MTD system [14] . We inherit the description of external AS and internal AS from our previous framework.
B. EVALUATION MODELS FOR MTD
Although MT technologies are increasingly sophisticated and applied to protect the campus network and enterprise-class intra-net, assessment methods of effectiveness for diverse MT techniques still need to be researched. Therefore, to evaluate the efficiency of MTD more comprehensively, intuitively and accurately is a hot topic of current studies [3] . To analyze randomness, dynamism and uncertainty of MTD, various mathematical models including probabilistic model, State Machine, Markov model, Game theory, Attack Graph model, Testbed based simulation/emulation model and hybrid model are applied by various researchers.
Urn model [15] and Balls into Bins model [16] are classical probabilistic models for analyzing the randomness of network-based MT technologies, such as IP address shuffling and port hopping. Carroll et al. [17] established an evaluation model for the effectiveness of network address shuffling under two extreme conditions, perfect hopping and static none-defense. This model can analyze the influence of the network size, the number of vulnerable systems, scanning frequency, and number against the success probability of attacks. Crouse et al. [18] extended the Urn model to include deception methods and analyzed the success probability of attacks in the none-defense model, honey-pot model, and MTD model. Luo et al. [19] illustrated the effectiveness of port hopping under extreme scenarios, perfect and static, which quantified the influence of different port pool size, scanners, vulnerable services, and port hopping frequency against the success probability of attacks. Evans et al. [20] evaluated various diversity defenses against different attack strategies, and a Ball into Bins model was employed to assess incremental attacks in re-randomization of XOR keys for instruction-set randomization. Okhravi et al. [21] developed a generalized model of dynamic platforms and deduced a probability model to predict the expected time required for an attacker to compromise a system that is protected by MTDs.
The state machine is a widely used and accepted computational model in computer science. Describing the change happening in a system when attacks and MTDs occur, the ability of state machine can help evaluate the system status. Xu et al. [22] proposed a three-layered evaluation method that filled the gap between low-level and high-level methods, such as ASLR, ISR, and software diversification. The first layer captures low-level contexts in separate programs; the second layer models damage propagation between different programs; the third layer works as a user interface to explicitly expresses evaluation results.
Markov model can illustrate the process of system reconfiguration under MTD. Maleki et al. [23] proposed a Markov chain model to analyze the effectiveness of various MT technologies and strategies. By introducing the security capability that converts the attack time into its cost, a general model for the probability of a successful attack and the total attacking time and cost is given under single and multi MTD environments. Nguyen and Sood [24] used Semi-Markov Chains to analyze the resilience of services protected with Self-Cleansing Intrusion Tolerance mechanism, where states capture the behaviors of both the attacker and the service being studied. By analyzing mean time to security failure (MTTSF) and mean time to recover (MTTR) of services, this model provided a mathematical foundation for compensating the expansion of a service's attack surface by tuning SCIT system parameters.
Game theory is used to analyze the relationship between attackers and defenders. Parakash and Wellman [25] defined an abstract network attack and defense scenario and analyzed diverse attacking and defensive strategies through empirical game theory. Through analyses of 72 examples of games defined by different targets, costs and defenders' ability, a group of strategies with distinct differences under different environmental conditions was obtained, and the MTD defense strategy was evaluated quantitatively. Jones et al. [26] proposed a game theory model containing probabilistic learning attacker and dynamic defender (PLADD) to evaluate MT strategies, which proves that a defensive strategy causes the rational attacker to withdraw from the attack explaining the limitations of attacker's strategy in PLADD. Ben-Asher et al. [27] introduced a quantitative evaluation model of the effectiveness of MT technologies aiming at platform migration defense (PMD) technology. Through simulation experiments, the effectiveness of different platform migration strategies and the impact of different skill levels of attackers are evaluated. Moreover, Zhu and Başar [28] developed a game-theoretic framework for guiding the quantitative design of MTD as a tradeoff between security and usability. Based on the model, the authors proposed a feedback mechanism that allows the system to monitor its current system state and update its randomized strategy based on its observation.
Attack graph (AG) model is used to describe the potential attack path by graphically presenting vulnerability dependency and state transition relationship. Lei et al. [29] aimed at the network-based MT techniques and presented a changepoint based assessment method containing hierarchical network resource graph to establish the relationship between resource vulnerability change and node security state transition. Hamlet and Lamb [30] extended AG to resource dependency graph and employed this model to evaluate the effectiveness of address space layout randomization and data execution prevention.
Simulation and emulation methods are intuitive in evaluation and analysis, which provide a uniform approach to evaluate MTD techniques with limited resources and efforts. Zhuang et al. [31] presented a preliminary design of a network moving-target defense system and conducted simulation-based experiments on an existing network security simulator called NeSSi2 to study the effects of randomly changing one aspect of the system in reducing attacker's success likelihood. Bardas et al. [32] analyzes the costs and security benefits of MTD in cloud based IT systems (CBITS) using a practical attack window model and show how a system managed using MTD CBITS will increase attack difficulty.
Hybrid model combines several evaluating methods to provide a more comprehensive view. Zaffarano et al. [33] presented an overall approach to metric design for moving target defense technology for network defense, which utilized a cyber-testbed Siege's cyber quantification framework that can be rapidly configured and reconfigured to gather and analyze vast quantities of data. Taylor et al. [34] described the results of several experiments designed to test two dynamic network moving target defenses against a propagating data ex-filtration attack. The authors designed a collection of metrics to assess the costs of mission activities and benefits in the face of attacks and evaluated the impacts of the moving target defenses in both areas.
From the above discussion, we can conclude that to evaluate the effectiveness of multi-layered MTD in a large-scale network topology, an assessment model for integrating multiple methods is indispensable. Although the evaluation of effectiveness for MTD has made certain advances, some problems still exist that are as follows:
(1) In terms of applicability, most models are either highly abstracted or fully simulated/emulated. Selections of parameters to depict MTD in the existing literature do not correspond to the strategy in real systems. Moreover, metrics used in evaluations of the models to demonstrate the security level are counterintuitive and improper in the MTD system, which may lead to misleading results and apply to MTD trade-off.
(2) In terms of extensibility, most models mainly focus on single-layered MT techniques. These models cannot be extended to multiple MTD combined systems, which leads to defects in assessing multi-layered MTDs.
(3) In terms of comprehensiveness, a few of the existing models evaluate the effectiveness in a system view. This drawback leads to a lack of analysis for the security of largescale information systems.
III. OFFENSIVE AND DEFENSIVE PROCESS
To accurately describe characteristics of MTD technologies and evaluate its effectiveness, our approach extends the framework for evaluation in MTD [14] , and the framework is shown in FIGURE.2. Moreover, the offensive and defensive process (ODP) is refined in this paper to include more details between adversaries and defenders. Analyses of this process are the key to effectiveness assessment for MTD techniques. The basic model of interactive process is shown in FIGURE. 3 As shown in FIGURE2, the framework for evaluating the effectiveness of MTD includes three parts which are system attack surface, players and its behavior, and offensive & defensive processes to give an assessing for MT technologies. This framework using ODP to describe how adversaries and defenders interacted with system resources to assess. The ODP starts from offensive moves and ends in the objective accomplished by attackers. Those offensive moves illustrate how adversaries prepare and conduct attacks. From the perspective of AS model, external AS approaches internal AS to acquire information, craft malware and conduct exploitation in those offensive moves. At the same time, defensive moves demonstrate how defenders protect information system by traditional security methods or MTD. In the point of attack surface, those defensive moves change internal AS by reduction, offsetting, deformation and abatement, which frustrate adversaries in different stages. The interaction between offensive and defensive moves leads to two types of results: the defenders winning the game and attackers restarting offensive moves, and the attackers winning the game and end of the whole ODP.
For ODPs under MTD environment, adversaries are prohibited by defender manipulating the system configurations, which results in knowledge acquisition of attackers different from static protection. Therefore, the offensive process is analyzed by the model of offensive knowledge acquirement under MT techniques and the defensive process is illustrated by system resources transition. Moreover, logic-time and real-time conversions in ODP are presented to employ this method in practical situations.
A. ADVERSARIES KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION MODEL
Protecting by MT techniques, attacking knowledge of targets explored by adversaries about targets are frequently changing. This characteristic makes adversaries adjust their strategies to regain advantages, and this repeated interaction leads to three representative attacking knowledge models (AKM) which are, waiting for change, step by step and probabilistic probing.
Taking waiting for change model as an example, adversaries explore target system with constant knowledge, expecting that the MT shifting matches the knowledge. This model is only effective against high-frequency shifting. With step by step model, adversaries detect knowledge of target system over a sequence of interactions to exclude inaccurate information. When system resource is shifted by MT techniques, all previous knowledge becomes invalid, and adversaries start detection from the very beginning. This method can be adopted against most strategies of MT techniques, which is more effective against relatively limited space and infrequent shifting. Employing probabilistic probing model, adversaries probe real systems with random sequences to eliminate uncertainty, which is effective against relatively large space and frequent shifting.
To cover those three representative models in AKM, adversaries explore the knowledge of targets can be denoted as:
( 1) where R ast ( * , t) is the method that adversaries employ to detect targets and acquire knowledge, k d obj (t) is the knowledge of d-th target at time t, N 0 is the number of targets that adversaries can connect with.
To simply the evaluation and cover most scenarios of MTD, only the model of step by step is used in AKM to describe how offensive moves make external attack surface approach internal attack surface.
B. CONVERSION IN LOGIC-TIME AND REAL-TIME
Assessment of ODP is based on logic-time 1 to illustrate consumptions of adversaries. The basic logic-time τ stands for a time-step in atomic moves of an attacker or a defender, such as probing of targets or crafting of malware. For singlelayer MT techniques, the logic-time and real-time conversion can be done by adding a coefficient γ in a universal time unit (e.g., seconds or milliseconds). However, how do we measure an ODP made of several layers of MTD with different time scales? Let us measure different time steps in layered-moves given as the layered logic-time τ j at different layers j. To convert those layered logic-time steps to a confluent real-time T r , a layered coefficient γ j is defined for each layer.
Assessment of ODP is based on logic-time to illustrate consumptions of adversaries. The basic logic-time τ stands for a time step in atomic moves of an attacker or a defender, such as a probing of targets or crafting of malware. For single layer MT techniques, the logic-time, and real-time conversion can be done by adding a coefficient γ in a universal time unit (e.g., seconds or milliseconds). However, how do we measure an offensive and defensive process made of several layers of MTD with different time scales? Let us measure different time steps in layered moves as the layered logic-time τ j at different layers j. To convert those layered logic-time steps to a confluent real-time T r , a layered coefficient γ j is defined for each layer and the conversion can be denoted as:
In this paper, two types of coefficients, γ craft and γ other , are taken into consideration. Intuitively, adversaries use much more time with crafting malware than acquiring information or installing a back-door. Based on those distinctions, we set those coefficients to a different magnitude of time, γ craft = 10 minute per logic-time and γ other = 1 second per logic-time.
C. BASIC ASSUMPTION FOR EVALUATION
Several assumptions are given to limit the scope of evaluations and simplify the analysis process.
• Both attackers and defenders are rational, which means that they only choose the most advantageous strategies to accomplish their goals.
• Adversaries are aware of changes in system configurations and resources, which means that when SAS shifted by MT techniques adversaries will discard completed attacking steps and re-start from the very beginning.
• Original working and linking states of nodes in the system will not be disturbed by MT shifting, which means that performance cost and state-switching influence are not included in effectiveness evaluation.
• Only MT techniques are deployed in our evaluating environments, which means that adversaries can compromise all nodes with vulnerabilities at the end of ODP.
• Non-MTD changes are prohibited in our evaluation environments to exclude the effect of non-MTD features, which means that only MT techniques can manipulate the system resource and force SAS to shift.
• The ability of adversaries is entirely determined by the attacking knowledge model, which means that the adaptive adversaries are excluded from our evaluation.
IV. PARAMETERS OF SYSTEM ATTACK SURFACE A. SYSTEM ATTACK SURFACE MODEL
In cyber-space, a typical information system includes servers and users in external and internal networks, and the topology of a typical system is shown in FIGURE.4. These nodes and interconnections make the system resource can be described in a graph model rather than a set of vulnerabilities. Therefore, the system resource can be defined as a directed weighted graph and can be denoted as G sys .
where N sys is the set of resource in nodes, E sys is the link between nodes, and W sys is the weight standing for the connection matrix between nodes affected by link status and firewall policies. This paper defines the system attack surface (SAS) as the abstraction of the system resource, which is a subset of the system resource, and can be denoted as a directed weighted graph G sas (t).
where N sas (t) is the set of AS for internal and external nodes, E sas (t) is the connection between nodes, and W sas (t) is the connection matrix between nodes. Under MT techniques, the SAS is varying from time to time, and t stands for a time variable. For the set of node's AS, N sas (t) is the abstraction of node resources, and is defined as a tuple:
where P is the attack surface parameters, V is the range of the parameters corresponding to the configuration properties, d is the index of nodes, and N is the total number of nodes in the system. In this paper, an external system attack surface (ESAS), G esas , is defined as an attack surface abstracted from the perspective of an attacker, and an internal system attack surface (ISAS), G isas , represents an attack surface abstracted from the perspective of the defender. ESAS and ISAS are different in sizes, shapes, and positions indicated different abilities in accessing system resources. Both ESAS and ISAS are specific resources in the system that can be manipulated by attackers or defenders. Moreover, it is impossible for defenders to grasp the zero-day vulnerability in the system thoroughly, and attackers may have the ability to find several zero-day vulnerabilities. Therefore, zero-day vulnerabilities are also a subset of system resource and can be defined as N zd . The relation between N zd to ESAS, ISAS and system resource can be denoted as:
B. SHIFTING PARAMETERS OF SAS
With the model of SAS, the AS model is extended to system view, which contains factors of nodes and links. Moreover, Multi-layered MT technologies that manipulate various system resource can be demonstrated by the shifting of SAS. Definition 1: The shifting of SAS refers to the change of system resources in the process of attack and defense. For a given system, the SAS at time t is G sas (t) and the SAS shifts to G sas (t + t) at time t + t by MT techniques. The shifting of SAS must satisfy any one of the following three conditions:
• ∃r ∈ G sas (t), but r / ∈ G sas (t + t) VOLUME 7, 2019 • ∃r ∈ G sas (t) r ∈ G sas (t + t), but r(t + t) = r(t)
• ∃r 1 , r 2 ∈ G sas (t) r 1 , r 2 ∈ G sas (t + t) and r 1 (t) = r 1 (t + t) r 2 (t) = r 2 (t + t), but W sas (r 1 , r 2 , t) = W sas (r 1 , r 2 , t + t) W sas (r 2 , r 1 , t) = W sas (r 2 , r 1 , t + t) By given the definition of SAS shifting, MT technologies from different layers can be cataloged into various types of SAS shifting. Therefore, the evaluation of multi-layered MT techniques can be converted to evaluate metrics of SAS shifting. Compared to previous studies in AS, shifting parameters of SAS is defined to describe the relative change of SAS rather than give the assessment of security directly.
Taking the SAS and MT techniques into consideration, the shifting parameter of SAS can be quantified by a 5-tuple:
where L(t) is the position of SAS, (t) is the shape of SAS, S(t) is the size of SAS, (t) is the intensity of SAS and (t) is connections in SAS.
The position of SAS shifting is a 2-tuple that describes entrances where adversaries intrude into the system and can be divided into two part, network position, and physic position, which can be denoted as:
where system network position L np (t):
including node IP address
is the set of memory address for vulnerabilities.
The shape of SAS shifting describes the set of services provided by nodes that contain potential vulnerabilities. Those services are determined by Os types, platforms and supporting environments, which can be denoted as:
where ω d os (t) is the Os type, ω d pt (t) is the platform type and ω d sp (t) is the supporting environment. The size of SAS shifting is a 3-tuple that depicts the number of potential vulnerabilities, the difficulty of exploitation and the existence of zero-day vulnerabilities, which can be denoted as:
where S n (t) is the amount of system potential vulnerabilities and each S n (t) contains the set of vulnerabilities in * , t) . The intensity of SAS shifting contains the potential damage of vulnerabilities, and the minimal privilege to cause the damage, which can be denoted as:
where e (t) is the system potential damage and each e (t) includes node potential damage ne (t) that can be denoted as
. And p (t) is the system minimal privilege to cause damages, which can be denoted as
and N min is the minimal number of nodes than can cause damages.
The connection of SAS shifting extends from the link matrix of SAS, which working state of nodes is taking into consideration as well, and can be denoted as:
where w (t) is the link matrix, s (t) is the matrix of working state s (t) = { d ns (t), d = 1, 2, · · · , N }, and for each node working state can be denoted as:
With the definition of shifting parameters, a corollary can be deduced to illustrate how MT techniques affect SAS.
Corollary 1: The necessary and sufficient condition for SAS shifting is changes in shifting parameter of SAS Proof 1: First, the sufficiency can be deduced as follows. Under MTD environment, ∀t ∈ (0, T ), ∃ t make M sas (t) = M sas (t + t). So ∃m ∈ M sas (t), ∃m ∈ M sas (t + t) and typeof(m) = typeof(m ) (the type of m and m is same) make m = m . And ∃r ∈ G sas (t), ∃r ∈ G sas (t + t) make m = f sp (r), m = f sp (r ) and f sp ( * ) is the function to acquire shifting parameter from system resource. ∵ m = m , ∴ r = r and using the definition of SAS shifting, the SAS is shifting at time t + t.
Then the necessity can be deduced as follows. Under MTD environment, ∀t ∈ (0, T ), ∃ t make G sas (t) = G sas (t + t). So ∃r ∈ G sas (t), ∃r ∈ G sas (t + t) make r = ∅ r = r W sas ( * , r, t) = W sas ( * , r , t + t) W sas (r, * , t) = W sas (r , * , t + t). And ∃m ∈ M sas (t), ∃m ∈ M sas (t + t) make m = f sp (r), m = f sp (r ). ∵ r = ∅ r = r W sas ( * , r, t) = W sas ( * , r , t + t) W sas (r, * , t) = W sas (r , * , t + t), ∴ m = ∅ m = m . Using the definition for shifting parameter of SAS, the shifting parameter is changing at time t + t.
From the view of SAS, multi-layered MT techniques deployed in system can manipulate different system resource at each shifting period. With the corollary about SAS, the changes make by diverse MT techniques eventually reflect in the shifting parameters of SAS. For example, a network-based MTD can be described by network parameters of SAS, such as IP addresses, port numbers, and communication protocols. When NMTD shifts the IP address to a new one, the network position of shifting parameter is changes according to the shifting method of NMTD. By analyzing shifting parameter, our approach can describe how multi-layered MT technologies affect system resource and hinder adversaries.
C. SHIFTING PARAMETERS FOR MTD EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
Considering APT based on CKC under MTD environment, two sequences of shifting parameter, Q esas = {M esas (t), t ∈ (0, T )} and Q isas = {M isas (t), t ∈ (0, T )}, can be generated by defender and attacker using AKM and MT configurations to demonstrate the ODP.
The sequence of ISAS is entirely determined by configurations of MT techniques and resources of the system, which describes how defenders manipulate configurations in the system. The manipulation of MTD can be modeled as a node N transforms its status from s i to s i+1 in the possible configurable space (PCS) and denoted as N (s i+1 ), and can be denoted as:
where R ns (S, t, ω, µ) is the transition function changing configurations of nodes N in PCS ω at time t with shifting method µ. Furthermore, to contain adaptive strategies in MT techniques, our approach divide these strategies into several simple constant strategies. Such as the adaptive shifting period, an adaptive method includes a set of constant shifting period. By modeling each constant shifting method, the whole adaptive strategy can be evaluated through the shifting parameters.
Moreover, The generation of ISAS is based on various shifting strategies of MTD, and can be denoted as:
where G qis ( * ) is the generating function for ISAS sequence, τ is the shifting period, ω is the shifting space, and µ is the shifting method.
To evaluate the effectiveness of MTD, the sequence of ESAS can indicate the phase that adversaries step into. This approach not only gives qualitative conclusions to illustrate how MTD prevents APT but also can provide quantitative results by given specifical parameters of MTD and AKM.
Similar to the generation of Q isas , the sequence of ESAS can be generated as denoted: where G qes ( * ) is the generating function for EASA sequence, δ is the model of AKM. The pseudo code of the EASA sequence generating algorithm, taking IP probing as an example, is given in Algorithm.1.
Although the sequence generating algorithm can reveal the extent that ESAS approaches ISAS, the step of weaponization, which adversaries craft malware, can't reflect in the algorithm straightforwardly. To solve this problem, we convert the step of malware crafting to the step of vulnerabilities analyzing, which attackers analyze several vulnerabilities of the target step by step based on the attacker's capability. When all vulnerabilities in the target are analyzed, adversaries fully grasp all weak points and finish the crafting step. Coding and compiling of malware are neglected in the conversion, whereas the period of analysis is the critical part when attackers craft a malware.
Even though the sequence shifting parameter for ESAS reveals how SAS is shifting in the perspective of attackers, the extent that adversaries prevented by MT technologies are not discovered. A promising method to solve those problems is establishing a model to evaluate the attacking state changed under MTD environment.
V. NONHOMOGENEOUS HIERARCHICAL HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL FOR MTD EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION A. BASIC HIERARCHICAL HMM IN MTD EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
Existing assessment models either focus on measuring AS that how likely adversaries can exploit the vulnerabilities; or employ Attack Graph and Resource Graphs to exam-VOLUME 7, 2019 ine the difference between AS shifted by MT techniques. Those methods are either lack of system view or deficient in dynamic analysis, which may cause a loss of accuracy in enterprise-level systems and failure to evaluate the attacking state.
An HHMM [35] based effectiveness assessment for MTD (HHMMEA-MTD) is proposed in this paper to overcome these defects, which combines shifting parameter of SAS with attacking procedure of CKC. Its underlying model is shown in FIGURE.5. In HHMMEA-MTD, states of a attack are deduced by transition matrix and observation sequences, and the evaluation is given by analysis of most possible attacker's state sequence under MT techniques.
The basic HHMMEA-MTD contains three hidden level and an observation sequence as illustrated in FIGURE.5. The first hidden level is the root node where the model starts and ends. Every attack and defense process begins with a root node and goes through vertical and horizontal transformations, and finally returns to the root. The second hidden level is an abstract model of cyber-attack, which includes preparation, trigger, and conduction. Moreover, specific attack steps generated from the abstract model are in the third level. Taking APT and CKC as examples, each step from CKC forms a hidden state in the third level and belongs to a state in the second level. Reconnaissance, weaponization, and delivery are classified into preparation, where adversaries collect information about the target, and craft and deliver malware to the target. Exploitation and installation are parts of trigger. At the state of trigger, malware is triggered to exploit vulnerabilities and install back-doors or other tools into the target system. Command and control (C&C) and attack on objective (AoO) belong to conduction. Since C&C is the foundation of several attacks, adversaries carry out their objectives in conduction. For the observation sequence, the sequence of ESAS is used as the indicator to reveal how attacking states transit.
To evaluate multi-step ODPs that adversaries must compromise multiple targets to accomplish objectives, the basic HHMMEA-MTD can be extended to multi-step HHMMEA-MTD. In the extended model, multiple targets can be divided into two types, serial and parallel, which represent the typical attack of springboards and botnets. In serial multiple targets scenarios, a successful cyber-attack needs to compromise target in series, and the HHMMEA-MTD contains multiple sets of preparation, trigger, and conduction with corresponding specific attacking steps in the third hidden level to describe those attacking states of adversaries. The observation sequence also consists of ESAS that illustrate shifting parameters of adversaries about targets. In parallel multiple targets scenarios, adversaries must compromise multiple targets concurrently, and the HHMMEA-MTD can analyze those steps separately with a basic model, and then aggregate these results to evaluate.
To assess the effectiveness of MTD generally, this paper focuses on the basic HHMMEA-MTD, which is the foundation for both single-step and multi-step scenarios. 3 The HHMMEA-MTD is entirely determined by an initial matrix, a transition matrix, and an observation matrix, and can be denoted as:
where q h i is the i-th state at h-th hierarchy, and the hierarchy index of the root is 1 and of production states is H . ) is the probability of making a horizontal transition from the i-th state to the jth. Each production state q H is solely parameterized by its output vector B q h = {b q H (k)}, and b q H (k) = P(M esas (t)|q H ) is the probability that the production state will interact with the Q esas .
Since q h and CKC steps decide initial states that cannot be skipped, the initial probability matrix is entirely determined by the offensive process, and a successful cyber-attack has to follow a particular order of offensive move. Therefore, the initial matrix in HHMMEA-MTD is set to make sure that each initial state is the first state in sub-states.
As shown in FIGURE.5, the state transformation matrix contains two level. The first level is the internal state transition which includes Preparation(p), Triggering(t), Conduction(c) and a end state, and can be denoted as:
Production states are covered in second level, which are specific steps in CKC, such as reconnaissance(r), weaponization(w), delivery(d), exploitation(e), installation(i), command&control(c), and attack on objective(a), and a end state for vertical transition, which can be denoted as: 
For production states, the observation matrix determines the relationship between Q esas and attacking state. Moreover, the relation between CKC steps and shifting parameters of SAS is concluded in Table. 1. Although those parameters can determine some attacking states, the condition is too coarse to align every observation to different attacking states, which may result in state overlapping. To solve this problem, a prior conditional based equitable methods to allocate various attacking states is proposed in this paper to generate the observation matrix. For overlapped elements in the production matrix, this method first generates the probability of i-th state align with j-th observation, b q H i,j = 1, according to shifting parameter of SAS in Tabel.1, then normalizes overlapping probability as:
B. NONHOMOGENEOUS EXTENDED HHMM IN MTD EFFECTIVENESS ASSESSMENT
Deployed by multi-layered MT technologies, the system shifts configurations frequently in the possible configurable space (PCS). In extreme condition, MT strategy reconfigures after each probing of adversaries, which leads to the perfect protection that makes knowledge collected by attackers invalid from time to time. However, the perfect shifting strategy is not acceptable regarding the performance cost. Therefore, the possible strategy employed by MT techniques is shifting in a variable or constant PCS periodically or aperiodically. Those shifting strategies in networks, hosts, and data finally map in the state transition matrix, which makes states transition nonhomogeneous. Therefore, a nonhomogeneous extended HHMMEA-MTD model (NHHMMEA-MTD) is presented to accommodate diverse strategies in multi-layered MT techniques. Meanwhile, the nonhomogeneous characteristic is mainly reflected in the state transition matrix at the second and third hidden levels where the sequence of attacking states interrupted by MT techniques. For Network-based MTD (NMTD), strategies in NMTD can be cataloged into the variable or constant PCS, and periodical or aperiodic shifting. Moreover, the probability of a successful probe can be deduced by the Balls into Bins model and Generating Function [36] . Although the PCS of OS and service platform are limited in host-based MTD (HMTD), adversaries are impacted by rotation of diverse platform and self-cleaning techniques, which hinders adversaries at every shifting time. Moreover, data-based MTD (DMTD) technologies force adversaries to collect extra data to accomplish objectives, which results in spending extra time-steps in C&C and AoO.
To illustrate the practical strategies in the evaluation of effectiveness for MTD, probabilities in the transition matrix at the second and third hidden level are varying every logictime or atom-operation of adversaries, which introduces non-homogeneous to the HHMM. The transition matrix in the second hidden level is an abstraction level where each state is activated only when attacking state enters or leaves, which does not generate sequences of observations. Except for the time, τ 0 , when MT techniques manipulate system resource, the probability to step forward is set to 1, and the probability in transition matrix can be rewritten as:
At every shifting time, the probability to step back from other states to the initial state is set to 1, and the probability in the transition matrix can be rewritten as:
For the transition matrix in the third hidden level, both AKM and MT shifting strategies make those matrices varying after atom-operations of adversaries or manipulations of system resources. Same as the matrix at the second level, different stages of attacks are forced to step back to the initial state at every shifting time. At Preparation stage, a Balls into Bins model can be used to summarize the knowledge acquisition under MT techniques, and the probability can be denoted as:
where L p = J · T τ + σ stands for probing times adversaries initiated, s·b stands for PCS with b blocks and s space in each block, and * is the round down function. Moreover, crafting and delivery of malware, exploitation of vulnerabilities and installation of backdoors, and command&control of targets can be modeled by an Urn model without replacement. Taking crafting of malware and c&c of targets as examples, the former can be used to demonstrate the AKM against MT strategies that adversaries exhaust the possible space gradually, and the later can be used to illustrate MT techniques against different attacking objectives that need certain times to accomplish, which can be denoted as: Since end states at every production matrix make vertical transitions, the probability to transition into the end state, except for A 3 prep , is set to 1 after every shifting time of MTD.
C. PARTIAL VITERBI ALGORITHM FOR NHHMM IN MTD EFFECTIVENESS ASSESSMENT
To calculate the most probable sequence of attacking state from shifting parameter of ESAS sequence, Generalized Viterbi Algorithm (GVA) is proposed to solve the problem of hierarchical transition for HHMM [35] . Generalized Viterbi Algorithm defines δ glo (t, t + k, q h i , q h−1 ) to be the likelihood of the most probable (hierarchical) state sequence generating observation sequence o t · · · o t+k given that q h−1 was entered at time t, its substate q h i was the last state to be activated by q h , and control returned to q h at time t + k. By two additional variables, ψ(t, t + k, q h i , q h−1 ) is the index of the most probable state to be activated by q h−1 before activating q h i , and t = τ (t, t + k, q h i , q h ), t ≤ t ≤ t + k is the time when q h i was activated by q h . Given these two variables the most probable hierarchical state sequence is obtained by scanning the lists ψ and τ from the root state to the production states. However, extended by time-varying transition matrix, the GVA is not workable to calculate the state sequence in NHHMM by global optimal variables.
In consideration of the specific model in NHHMMEA-MTD, a Partial Viterbi Algorithm (PVA) is presented to solve the problem by calculating local optimum. The second hidden level consists of general cyber-attacking states which guide the production level generate the observation sequence at a proper time. Since internal states do not yield observations, each internal state can be regarded as a separator to split production states. Therefore, optimal global variables can be divided into several local optimums that only record the likelihood of the most probable attacking state sequence under its parent internal state. The local optimum can be denoted as: . To simply the calculation of δ j loc , a MAX function, which parameters are a function f and a finite set S, is defined as:
By limiting the optimum in the local autonomous region between upper abstract state and its sub-states, PVA ignores the optimum global changing brought by time-varying transitions and calculates the sequence through every autonomous model ignoring the influence of the trans-neighboring states.
Unfortunately, the PVA is not a generalized algorithm that solves all NHHMMs in finding the most probable state sequence. Two prior conditions determine the scope of application for PVA. Firstly, the production matrix between production states and observations have to be partially corresponding. This condition ensures that even though the transition matrix changes over time, its production states will not produce the corresponding observations. Secondly, the vertical transition has to be non-negligible. Therefore, the vertical transition is used as the separator between the autonomous region.
Similar to GVA, two additional variables, ψ
), are use to record prior index and time. Given these two variables the most probable hierarchical state sequence is obtained by scanning the lists 
VI. CASE STUDY AND RESULTS ANALYSIS A. CASES DESCRIPTION
The case study is presented to validate the feasibility of the proposed assessment model of effectiveness for MTD and advantages of SAS shifting parameters compared to traditional methods in a MATLAB simulation. The typical network topology used in our simulation is shown in FIGURE.4. There are three servers in the internal network, including Database server, Web server, and FTP server, and their basic configurations are shown in the node in practice. The strategies of IP hopping, OS rotation and Service-Platform mutation are purely random and triggered by shifting time without shifting space resizing. The connectivity limits external users to connect other nodes but the Web server and only the Web server can exchange data to the Database server by configuring the access control policy in internal firewalls. Besides, TABLE.5 illustrates vulnerabilities in those configurations obtained by an automated analyzer of vulnerabilities that connecting with CVSS and CVE database. Moreover, settings of MTD and ability of adversaries are demonstrated in TABLE.4. From these descriptions, the objective of adversaries in this paper is to obtain confidential data from the Database server in the internal network and transmit these data to the client controlled by the attacker in the external network.
The NHHMMEA-MTD model is constructed and the assessment of effectiveness is evaluated as follows:
1) ACQUIREMENT OF SHIFTING PARAMETER
The typical topology of information system shows that internal connections between servers and clients are limited by internal firewalls, and external users are only allowed to connect the Web server. Therefore, the initial connection weight can be acquired as:
where B * is the bandwidth of the connection between servers and clients. 4 And in this case, the internal bandwidth is set to 1000Mbps, and the external bandwidth is set to 100Mbps. According to the definition of shifting parameter for each nodes in SAS, parameters are acquired from configurations of system. For basic configurations in the system, these parameters, such as network, host and data parameters, can be collected by a probe or agent working in the node, which is shown in 
2) GENERATION OF SAS SHIFTING SEQUENCE
With initial states of SAS, the sequence of shifting parameter for ISAS can be generated by diverse strategies of MT technologies. For systems protected by multiple MT techniques, the sequence of shifting parameters for ISAS is varying at every shifting time by multi-layered MT techniques. Q isas shows the capability of MTD to manipulate system resource, which is generated according to configurations of MTD listed in TABLE.4. Meanwhile, using the generation algorithm, Q esas is generated to demonstrate how adversaries gather information, craft malware and conduct exploitation against multiple protection of MTD, which is generated according to 
B. RESULTS ANALYSIS 1) THE ANALYSIS OF SHIFTING PARAMETER UNDER DIVERSE MTD TECHNIQUES
From TABLE.6, shifting parameters of SAS reflect changes in the information system, and diverse MTD deployed in multi-layer can manipulate several system resources. Taking τ * as the transition time, the superscript indicates that the time after or before the transition time, and our results show the distinction of shifting parameters between τ − * and τ + * . There are three typical shiftings shown in examples, such as IP hopping, OS Rotation, and Service Platform Mutation. Therefore, shifting parameters of SAS illustrate the extent of attack surface shifting, and results show that different MT technologies affect SAS shifting in various parts. Such as IP hopping in the network and ASLR in the memory, those methods randomly change the position of attack surface and reduce the attack window that adversaries can connect with. Meanwhile, OS Rotation and Service Platform Mutation in the hosts reform the shape, size, and intensity of SAS, and increase the cost of crafting malware and limit the range of impact. Although, Data Randomization is not explicitly reflected in shifting parameters, the effect of Data Randomization will finally reflect in the evaluation of MTD.
2) THE ANALYSIS OF EFFECTIVENESS ASSESSMENT FOR MTD
Since initial states of our assessments are generated randomly according to multi-layered MTD (NMTD + HMTD) in two options of the parameter set, high space-frequency ratio and low spacefrequency ratio, under the typical topology of the information system. FIGURE.6 to FIGURE.8 illustrate the sequence of attacking state where adversaries reconnoiter a target, craft malware, exploit vulnerabilities, install backdoors, and establish controlled channels. Moreover, the sequence reflects how MT techniques interrupt the process of attack: IP hopping disturbs reconnaissance and break channels, OS and service transition force attackers to re-craft, re-exploit, and re-install, and data randomization prolongs the necessary times of connections.
FIGURE.6 gives a baseline of evaluation compared to various MT technologies. When adversaries are against nome-MTD environment, attacking states are transited step by step. Attackers are unimpeded in gathering information, conducting exploitation and accomplishing objectives. Therefore, our evaluation shows that fallbacks and re-doings are not contained in the sequence of attacking states.
Assessment results of network-based MT technologies are illustrated in FIGURE.7. From the aspect of transition, attacking states are forced to backspace and re-do the process of exploration. Moreover, probing times spent in reconnaissance are significantly increased compared to the none-MTD scenario. Those changes in evaluation stand for promotion in security and extra costs spent by adversaries. Moreover, configurations in network-based MT techniques also influence adversaries. When the shifting period shrinks, the location of SAS is more mutative, and adversaries are interrupted more frequently. At the same time, an enlarged possible configuration space forces adversary to dedicate more efforts in information acquisition. These results confirm our intuition and previous studies.
Evaluation of effectiveness when deploying multi-layered MT techniques to the system is demonstrated in FIGURE.8. As multi-layered MT techniques shift multiple dimensions of SAS, adversaries are impeded in multiple stages. Different from the shifting of single parameter, multi-layered MTD introduces a sophisticated and comprehensive combination of diverse methods to manipulate system resource. Those manipulations promote the efficiency to stop ongoing attacks which are hindered in stages of preparation, triggering and conduction. Meanwhile, the logic-time spent by attackers to accomplish objectives is longer when compared to singlelayered MTD. Moreover, compared to network-based MT technologies, OS Rotation and service platform mutation not only force attacking states to re-start information gathering, but also make malware and back-doors invalid, which prevents the spreading of malware and increases efforts by adversaries to re-craft, re-exploit, and re-install.
Quantitative results for diverse MT technologies under two settings are shown in TABLE.7. To compare diverse technologies and different settings, we introduce an unprotected result as the baseline. Hindered by single network-based MT technologies, adversaries have to spend more time before achieving goals. The more frequent the shifting is, the more time the attacker has to pay in re-reconnaissance. Although from the view of logic-time, multi-layered MT techniques do not promote the security of systems dramatically. Converted to real-time scales, with multi-layered techniques deployed into the system, average times consumed by adversaries to accomplish objectives are increased significantly. The results in TABLE.7 illustrate that multi-layered deployment of MT techniques set in high shifting frequency can tremendously increase the effectiveness of MTD.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Moving target defense is a game-changing technique to overturn attackers' advantages of time, space, cost and price in cyber-space. How to evaluate the effectiveness of MTD is a fundamental problem for deploying defense, selecting strategies, and achieving trade-off. An effectiveness evaluation model for moving target defense based on system attack surface is proposed to extend the evaluations of inaccurately describing the MTD confrontation by existing models and cope with difficulties in analyzing multi-layered MT technologies in enterprise-class topologies effectively. This model focuses on the offensive and defensive process in cyberspace to demonstrate additional consumption of adversaries brought by MT techniques. Regarding model construction, attack surface model is extended to system view and a group of shifting parameters is defined to illustrate the manipulation of system resources. Generating the sequence of those shifting parameters, the offensive and defensive process is modeled. Moreover, the sequence of attacking states is defined to describe how MT technologies handle adversaries. The nonhomogeneous hierarchical hidden Markov model evaluates the effectiveness in depicting the status-changing of adversaries under system resources manipulated by multi-layered MT techniques. The model splits different attacking states into three abstracted stages to refine transition of states, introduces attempts-varying variables into transition matrices to instantiate procedures of attack, and employs the partial Viterbi algorithm to calculate the most probable sequence of attacking state. Finally, a method of logic and real-time conversion is presented to apply our model to practical information systems.
Despite all the endeavors having been made, employing our evaluation results in deployment and optimization requires further theoretical derivation and reproducible experiments. Besides, we need to have further studies on how to combine MTD defense with other means of defense to figure out a more comprehensive defensive method. This work will be carried out in the future.
APPENDIX A PSEUDO-CODE OF PARTIAL VITERBI ALGORITHM
The detailed pseudo-code of Partial Viterbi Algorithm is shown in Algorithm.2.
APPENDIX B ABBREVIATIONS AND NOTATIONS
Main abbreviations used in the paper are listed in TABLE.8.
